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Fraud costs the insurance industry billions of dollars every year. The Coalition Against 
Insurance Fraud estimates that U.S. insurers lose $80 billion annually to fraud, across all 
lines of business.1 However, the true cost of fraud is not quantifiable – it extends beyond 
payment of inappropriate claims and costs to establish fraud prevention and detection units; 
fraud stifles innovation and fraud costs consumers money and convenience.

To better understand the challenges fraud presents, RGA has reached out to life insurers: 
We surveyed insurance companies,2 conducted informational interviews, held discussions 
at the 2016 RGA Annual Fraud Conference,3 and conducted our own internal research of 
claims experience.

Types
An important first step in understanding fraud is to define it. In this analysis, we are using a 
broad definition4. Fraud in this context is not limited to criminal activity, but is expanded to 
include misrepresentations and omissions, whether malicious or less than complete disclosure.

We discussed the types of fraud with insurers and the associated costs and challenges in 
detection. Although there was a wide range in responses, medical misrepresentation, agent 
fraud and criminal fraud were identified as the most concerning types of fraud. Paramed 
fraud and rebating were identified as the most difficult types of fraud to detect.

Jumbo
Violation

Paramed
Fraud

Churning
Agent
Fraud

Stacking
Medical and 

Financial
Misrepresentation

1 Coalition Against Insurance Fraud, http://www.insurancefraud.org/statistics.htm#1 
2 See Appendix 1 for a description of the survey.
3 See Appendix 3 for a description of the 2016 RGA Fraud Conference.
4 See Appendix 2 for a glossary of terms.

http://www.insurancefraud.org/statistics.htm#1
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Challenges by Fraud Type

Level of Concern 
1 = Not concerned − 5 = Very concerned

Survey respondents were asked to rate their level of concern, difficulty to detect and cost to 
detect various types of fraud on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 representing a high level. While 
insurers indicated the highest level of concern with medical misrepresentation, agent fraud 
and criminal fraud, there was considerable variation in responses.
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Fraud Prevention and Detection
Insurers have practices in place to detect and limit the 
impact of fraud, often with dedicated teams in place that 
take advantage of fraud prevention tools and technological 
advances.

Team
Life insurers tend to have small special investigation units 
in addition to underwriters and claims staff dedicated to 
fraud prevention and detection. However, there is 
significant variation in the size and sophistication of these 
internal investigation units. The most common response 
from insurers we surveyed was to have a single person 
dedicated to fraud investigation and prevention.

Team

Technology

Tools

Does your company have designated individuals to 
investigate and prevent fraud?
• “We have individuals who investigate...this is often only a portion of what they do – 

not a full-time activity.”

• “We use a multi-tiered approach to investigations.”

• “We have less than a handful of people in our Special Investigation Unit.”

85%

15%

Yes
No

If Yes:
Average size = 7
Most common response = 1

Fraud Investigation and Prevention Team

Q:
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Prescription histories
Online services (Zillow, Google street view)

Identity verification
MIB checking service

Third-party verification
Criminal history checks

Inspection reports
MIB Plan F

MIB Insurance Activity Index (IAI)
Tax summaries or gov’t records

Agent Fraud

Application Fraud

Training underwriting to identify red flags
Monitoring agent policy placement and behavior

Monitor blocks of business
Inspection reports / telephone interviews

Tools
Usage of tools varies; however, many insurers indicated interest in new tools 
to combat fraud. • MIB

• Rx Checks
• Third-Party

Sources
• ID Verification
• Government

Records

Is the life insurance industry keeping pace with tools 
to combat fraud? How can this be improved? 
• “No. There is a need is for an industry database for suspected and proven fraud

claims within the life insurance industry similar to the ISO database that exists 
within the P&C world.”

• “No. We need more tools to help us combat fraud on the front end before case is
ever issued.”

• “For the most part-yes. But improvements are needed as we move to more
simplified and non-verifiable processes.”

• “We need more cooperation with insurance departments.”
• “We are always looking for better tools…there are red flags periodically on the 

applications, but there are not a lot of tools to help with detection.”

Tools Currently Used to Detect Fraud by Type

Q:
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Technology
Technology has enabled companies to leverage data and build predictive models. Companies 
generally do not have an algorithm in place to identify and flag questionable claims; however, 
many have plans to implement a program.

10%

Yes

No

90%

Use Algorithm to Flag Questionable Claims?

We asked insurers, on a scale of 1 to 5, how interested would you be in using modeling to detect 
fraudulent claims? (1= not interested through 5= very interested)

Level of Interest in Modeling to Detect Fraudulent Claims

Min Average Max Mode

1.0 3.6 5.0 4.0

Are there any underwriting red flags your 
company would like to consider but lack data to 
investigate? 

• “New immigrants – visa verification.”
• “All kinds of fraud – faked death claims, gaming the two-year 

contestability period, etc.”
• “Yes, to make up for a lack of boots on the ground for investigations.”
• “It would be helpful to be able to prove fraudulent activity.”
• “Current tools to investigate criminal history are inadequate.”

Q:
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Costs
We asked attendees at the 2016 RGA Fraud Conference the question, “How much do you 
think fraud costs the life insurance industry?” The majority of attendees estimated that fraud 
costs the life insurance industry $10-20 billion each year. To better understand the cost of 
fraud to the industry, we investigated inappropriate claim payments, costs associated with 
fraud prevention and detection, as well as opportunity costs created by the potential of 
fraud.

Claims 
The Insurance Information Institute estimates that 10% of all claims paid  
by property and casualty (P&C) insurers are fraudulent.5 In our survey of life 
insurance companies, respondents indicated that approximately 1-3% of 
claims are investigated for fraud or misrepresentation or denied.

The contestability period, the time in which an insurer can deny a claim for 
material misrepresentation and fraud, varies by state, but is generally one to 
two years. Based on internal RGA claims experience, during the 
contestability period, roughly 20% of life insurance claims are rescinded. The 
rate is higher for simplified issue policies and those issued to younger 
insureds.6 

Rescissions erode consumer confidence in the integrity of insurance companies.
At the same time, payment of inappropriate claims made after the contestability period
creates excessive losses for insurers, which can be considered a “fraud premium” paid by 
consumers. It is clear that insurance fraud is harmful to consumers as well as insurers.

Investigation, Prevention, Detection

Fraud costs the insurance industry billions of dollars each year, and prevention provides 
protective value to insurers. MIB states that its checking service saves the industry $1 billion 
per year from errors, omissions, misrepresentations and potential fraud.7 When asked to 
estimate the amount of money their company has saved using fraud detection and prevention 
for life insurance business, all insurers reported a savings relative to spending, though there 
was a wide range in responses. The minimum ratio of savings to spending was 3:1 and the 
highest was 100:1. The overall average was just over $30 saved for every dollar spent on 
prevention and detection.

“We know from our protective value studies our 
processes and tools provide greater benefit than cost.”[ [

90%
Legitimate

10%
Fraudulent

5 Insurance Information Institute, March 2015 
6 Based on RGA claims experience.
7 https://www.mib.com/facts_about_mib.html

P&C Losses

http:// Insurance Information Institute, March 2015
https://www.mib.com/facts_about_mib.html
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Opportunity Cost
The risk of fraud limits insurers’ ability to innovate, resulting in an opportunity cost to the industry.

The insurer survey asked companies if the threat of fraud limited the number of simplified issue 
policies and/or the face amounts they were willing to issue. Of the companies offering simplified 
Issue products, 87.5% said they limit the face amount on these products, and all reported some 
level of concern with products that have less underwriting scrutiny.

Product and Distribution

Simplified Issue
“We limit face amount to control the risk.”

Online Distribution
“Fraud has grown geometrically...the
distribution is spread out and there’s

no longer a sense of community.”

No, we are not concerned, 
0 responses

Somewhat concerned about the 
risk of fraud related to SI policies

Yes, we are concerned but we limit 
the face amount available for SI policies

12.5%

87.5%

Does Fraud Risk Limit Product Offering?

“We have very strict guidelines for simplified issue which limits our exposure.”

“Simplified underwriting brings fewer underwriting tools that may uncover fraud.”

“We do limit the face amount.”
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Outlook
We asked Fraud Conference attendees, “What innovations in fraud detection or prevention for life 
insurance do you see in the next 5 years?”

While data and analytics were top of mind for many attendees, our survey respondents 
indicated that 90% do not currently use algorithms to flag questionable claims or other 
modeling methods. However, most of the respondents also indicated that they are 
interested in using modeling to predict fraudulent claims.

What innovations in fraud detection or prevention for 
life insurance do you see in the next 5 years? 
• “More modeling, data use.”
• “Advancements in using analytics, in particular for new business fraud detection.”
• “Needs to be easy and quick.”
• “Big data analytics.”
• “There are areas of fraud that will occur that we haven't and can't even think of.

By the time we figure it out it's potentially too late.”

Q:

There are many challenges to creating a solution to reduce the incidence of life 
insurance fraud. Most solutions will require data usage, but insurers may have privacy 
and security concerns regarding the use of this data outside of its traditional uses. 
Additionally, insurance data is often technically difficult to obtain from fragmented 
internal administration systems.

Fraud, including fraud that is unknown to and undetected by insurers, is a costly and 
challenging problem facing the industry. Insurance innovations that focus on data 
solutions may indirectly result in a lower incidence of fraud. The motivation for these 
advancements is more likely to stem from the development of fluidless underwriting 
solutions, improved tools to serve customers or improved online distribution 
capabilities. The solution to the problem of fraud lies in creating tools, using data, and 
developing products that enhance trust and transparency among all parties involved 
in the insurance transaction.
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RGA conducts numerous experience studies and surveys on behalf of our clients and on 
industry topics. These analyses provide clients with tools to increase efficiencies and 
enhance profitability. 

We are interested in understanding the scope of life insurance fraud in the U.S. and its 
impact on insurers’ business. The survey requested information on the scope of fraud, 
common mitigation practices and the challenges of combating fraud. We sincerely 
appreciate the insights provided.

The surveys were directed to the person most responsible for fraud detection and/or risk 
management at each company. Results from 13 respondents were collated, analyzed and 
aggregated in a way intended to provide meaningful insights while protecting the anonymity 
of responding companies.

Appendix 1 – 2016 RGA Life Insurance 
Fraud Survey
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Appendix 2 – Glossary of Terms

Agent Fraud 
Fraud perpetrated by the agent, including churning, as well as premium theft and 
deceptions in coverage sold.

Churning 
Replacing an existing policy with a new policy from another company for the purpose of 
generating additional commission revenue. 

Contestability Period 
The period in which life insurance companies can investigate and deny claims. The period 
is two years in most states and one year in others, and it begins as soon as a policy goes 
into effect.

Criminal Fraud 
Actions that are more significant than errors or omissions in applications. These actions could 
lead to criminal prosecution and could include forgery, falsifying underwriting evidence, as well 
as faked deaths. 

Financial Misrepresentation 
Inaccurate reporting of financial information, including income or net worth.

Jumbo Violation 
Total coverage above a specified limit, for example, $65 million.

Medical Misrepresentation 
Untrue or incomplete medical information provided on an insurance application.

Rebating 
Returning a portion of the premium or the agent/broker’s commission on the premium to the 
insured or other inducements to place business with a specific insurer. Rebating is illegal in the 
majority of states. 

Rescission 
During the contestability period, an insurer can pay less than the required death benefit for 
cases of material financial or medical misrepresentation, fraud and suicide.

Stacking 
A policyholder owning multiple policies to increase the amount of coverage with a lower 
level of underwriting scrutiny than if a single larger policy had been purchased.

Traveler Fraud 
Travelers are typically nomadic people who conspire to conceal an illness or medical 
condition of the insured during the contestability period of an insurance policy for the 
purpose of the beneficiary receiving an early duration claim payment.

Twisting 
Replacing an existing policy with a new policy from the same company for the purpose of 
generating additional commission revenue. 
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Appendix 3 – RGA Fraud Conference

In the summer of 2013 RGA held the first fraud conference, inspired by a need to 
address issues that keep chief underwriters up at night. The initial conference had 
about 40 attendees. 

We have continued with the same approach since year one - a broad based discussion 
of fraud conducted over two days. 

The 2016 conference grew to include about 130 attendees with thirteen sessions with 
titles such as “Approaches to Analytics-Based Fraud Protection,” “Investigating Life 
Insurance Fraud and Abuse: Uncovering the Challenges Facing Insurers,” and an 
interactive session, the “world café” roundtable session was a new take on 
brainstorming that encouraged innovative thinking about ways to combat fraud, and 
applied learnings to practical applications. 

The discussions that took place at this conference helped to inform the content in 
this whitepaper.

The 2017 Fraud Conference will be held in St Louis on August 20-22. We look  
forward to continued sharing of insights and discussing issues with the growing group 
of attendees.




